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ARCTIC VILLAGE necessity
dictates that man must live inin harmony
with nature so it was and still isis with
our people in earlier times our
system was such that the people can
go on for thousands and thousands of
years

I1 am of the twitchingwitchinGwitgw chin athabascan
tribe my home arctic village is
located inin the brooks range of north
ern alaska my ancestors were
nomadic due to the fact that their lives
were dependent on the caribou which
migrate through the present location
of the village

since we are probably the most
northerly group of indians we have
been pretty isolated this has enabled
us to retain a lot of our values and
beliefs but the biggest advantage we
have isis that my grandfather and father
kept a journal from about 1880 to
about 1985

having this direct connection with
our past gives us the advantage of
evaluating practices that are introduced
into our society

that isis not to say all of us have us
ed this we still have victims of the
modern influence of greed power
drugs and alcohol the pipeline boom
of the 1970s has left a big scar inin our
society which we are trying to heal

the studies of our past help us to
re establishreestablish our identity and hence
pride inin ourselves

unlike the material values of todaytodays s

society our ancestors relied more on
personal and spiritual value so what
you need comes from within you and
not outside or around you

one thing ive learned from this is
our ancestors never did anything on
a whim everything they did served
a purpose

starting with the story of adam and
eve when they first took a bite of the
forbidden fruit we all have to have a
taste of things we were warned
against

our parents can make life as com-
fortable

com-
forfortable as possible and we can grow
up never being hungry or wanting
yet when we are on ourout own we
have to try to be something they told
us not to

As with the story of adam and eve
these are the tools of learning our
ancestors have used to teach their
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the less knowledge or education a
person has the less choice or interest
is available

there are at least two forms of
learning in life and they start with
how to use the brain and senses one
is the physical aspect of learning in
which you learn skills that would help
you leamlearn to survive you leamlearn to feed
and keep you and your family alive
during the days of our ancestors this
was the ability to make tools and to
hunt and trap animals

in these instances they had to learn
the behaviors of the animals and in
some respect to think like them they
also had to learn to find or make
shelter and take care of their family

when children are bomborn their brains
are inin essence empty they must first
leamlearn to use their faculties everything
around them must be learned or
noticed

you will find inin most pictures of
native infants that their hands are tied

continued on page six
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youth imitate adults
continued from page tiliveve

inin the papoose the purpose for this
isis to develop the sense ofhearing see-
ing and smelling

since this isis the way they learn our
people regarded children as pure
clean and would not behave irrespon-

sibly around them lest they dirty their
mind so to speak children are usual-
ly quick to notice behaviors and imim-
itate them

As children grow up they learn to
use and coordinate their senses usual-
ly this is done by exploring iei e get
ting into things and since their sense
of taste usually develops early they
tend to put things inin their mouths

parents would either warn them or
remove things that are harmful or
valued and let them indulge
themselves

in todays society we have to go to
school to learn to survive

the other form of learning is a lit
tietle more complex sincesince it deals with
god and man on the one hand we
learn for our spiritual wellbeingwell being
when we understand this it gives us
peace of mind and positive outlook
but it isis virtually impossible to achieve
without faith respect and hard work
both mentally and physically

since we believe man isis made inin the
image of god we have to apply the
practice on each other

we must understand that most laws
dieare made inin relation to how man lives
with others for instance if I1 am liv-
ing inin isolation I1 can fire a rifle inin any
direction and nothing would prevent
me from doing so

but if there isis at least one other per
son it would prevent me from
shooting inin that direction and as more
and more people come inin my firing
decreases

one thing about the laws we find inin
the bible and in all societies isis that they
have always been consistently tested
and have always proven themselves to
be true after all we are only human
and like adam and eve we have to
test things

knowing and living within the con-
fines of rules is also used in learning
self discipline

some basic rules like the
wrongfulness of lying cheating
another form of lying and stealing

were taught at an early age and inin most
cases still are but the first rule that
was taught inin early times and should
always bee is the lesson of respect the
reasoning behind this isis fundamental

in order torfor an individual to learn
there has to be an ability to listen for
most people it would be hard to listen
to anybody they didnt respect pay-
ing attention depends a lot on respect-
ing the speaker

for this reason most societies
develop inin their children respect for
older people

As to the lying cheating and steal-
ing the thing we have to realize isis they
are habit forming As with alcohol
drugs or cigarettes the first time isis
usually hardest to quit but it gets
easier when it isis done without
thinking

early formal education ignored the
native methods of teaching and as a
result inin the eyes of the younger
generation of natives seemingly
discredited it

As stated earlier our peoples rela-
tionshiptionship with the land and the children
is aimed to the future for this
reason even as late as the 1950s there

were virtually no traces of humans inin
this area although our people have
trekked though this valley for who
knows how long

according to the elders chiythiythings like
sicknesses or rabies were uiunknownnown
before contact even the common cold
was not known until the beginbeginningbeginninnin off

b1cf lo10this century rabies is traced back to0
the time when trappers or miners
started using poison on wolves

the sacredness of the land was
necessary for the future survival of the
people on the same level were theL

children who are the people of the
future

for this reason the purity of the
childrenchildrens s mind was very important
the moral and ethical education a
child receives at an early age serves
as the foundation of a persons life

the importance of being quiet was
one of the first things an infant
learned it was not only important to
their survival inin their environment but
also a sign of great respect for an older
speaker

As a child will imitate adults a great
deal of the childs activities are of
learning nature in our society these
activities consisted of survival skills
learned as games

from these activities they acquire
stengthstrengthsteng th agility and cunning necessary
for survival inin their harsh
environment

in the days of my ancestors when
the value was based on the person
what an individual knew was a big
asset the same isis still true today ex-
cept today its very hard to see
through the clutter


